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Greetings and Happy Stick Season!
I decided to put together a small written report in an attempt to keep us all updated and on the same
page. I look forward to seeing you all at our upcoming meeting this Wednesday, and can answer any
questions that you may have then.
HUUSD Committee/Working Group Rules & Information:
Our Working Groups/Committees are as follows:
Negotiations: Jim Casey, Maureen McCracken, and Christine Sullivan
Policy: Gabe Gilman, Garett MacCurtain, Jill Ellis, Sam Jackson
Facilities: Alycia Biondo, Rosemarie White, Alex Thomsen
Communications: Rob Williams, Heidi Spear, Maureen McCracken, Peter Langella
Workgroups have begun meeting and working. As you know, at our VSBA training we were told that
all committees of the board need to follow all the same warning and minute taking rules as the full
board. Gabe wanted to look into this further because his understanding and read of the law was
different. In the meantime, we are warning the workgroup/committee meetings, taking minutes and
posting them to our website under the HUUSD tab.
I am including the guidance from the VT Secretary of State on the open meeting law as it applies
here: https://www.sec.state.vt.us/media/786069/oml-rev-sept-2016.pdf
See page three regarding the application of the law to committees of the board. A review of the law
with respect to electronic communications starts on page 9.
All workgroups need to elect a chair if you haven’t already done so. Chairs will send agendas to Laura
Titus, admin assistant to the superintendent in my office, so meetings can be warned two days in
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advance. Laura will need to receive the minutes so that she can post them within 5 calendar days of
the workgroup meeting.
Transitional Agreements and Titles:
I have confirmed that our attorney, Paul Giuliani, will attend our November 30th (rescheduled from
11/23) board meeting to discuss the title transfers and answer all of our questions. I also confirmed
that most of my colleagues working on transition agreements are using Paul to figure this out.
Here is some recent information that we received from our attorney, Paul Giuliani, after explaining
why we were inviting him to our future board meeting.
Here are some preliminary thoughts on the subjects you have identified.
I’m not sure why individual Selectboards would be involved in forming the new district or in implementing a
transition agreement. By operation of law, any residual functions of the various town school districts (e.g.,
voting) not passing to the unified union district will devolve automatically upon the coterminous towns on July
1, 2017. The assets and liabilities of the town school districts become those of the unified union district on that
date. The statute provides that the individual town school districts will cease to exist on the date the new
unified union district becomes operative. Going forward, conducting elections relating to unified union district
matters will be the only substantive function the towns will be called up on perform.
There is no mechanism for the towns or their Selectboards to acknowledge or approve acceptance of any
residual town school district function. The limited role of the towns in launching the new unified union school
districts is set out in the statute. That’s the universe of town involvement. I suppose there could be some sort of
contractual or consensual relationship between a town and the unified union school district (e.g., snow
plowing), but that would occur outside the formation and transition process.
Because the transfer of assets and assumption of liabilities takes place by operation of law, there really is no
need to secure consents and approvals from any person holding or claiming an interest in a town school district
asset. Arguably, a consent or approval might be needed if it could be demonstrated that the transfer and
assumption constituted an unconstitutional impairment of contract. Because Vermont is not a home rule
jurisdiction, the General Assembly can do just about anything it wants to regarding municipal corporations,
including the abolition of political subdivisions and the disposition of the entity’s assets as long as the rights of
third parties aren’t abrogated.
This type of transfer is not a voluntary conveyance which might trigger a “due on sale” provision, constitute a
violation of a land use restriction or covenant (public or private), or result in a reversion of title to a
schoolhouse. Nor is a transfer to the new unified union district one which will result in state aid recapture.
There may be an administrative notification requirement for some transfers and assumptions. One that comes
to mind is a formal unified union district acknowledgement that it has assumed payment liability for school
district bonds held by the Vermont Municipal Bond Bank. The acknowledgement is for internal Bond Bank
purposes; it does not in any way affect the transfer itself. The notification comes from the unified union district,
not from a town.
Regarding the Vermont Land Trust and its involvement in the Mad River Path-Waitsfield Town School District
transaction a couple of years ago, the 2002 Grant of Development Rights and Conservation Restrictions
specifically excludes the 4.0 acre parcel which was conveyed to the School District. I’m not aware of any other
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school districts in the Supervisory Union that might hold title to real estate which is subject to similar covenants
and restrictions.
By recording a fully executed Transition Agreement in the town land records, we will avoid incurring the
expense of researching the title to town school district properties. As drafted, a recorded Transition Agreement
serves to memorialize the transfer of all town school district real estate, and any interest therein, to the unified
union district. Because the transfer takes place by operation of law, recording the Transition Agreement
probably isn’t absolutely necessary. However, if the need should arise in the future to establish or confirm title
to unified union school district property, the recorded Transition Agreement will be one element in disclosing an
unbroken chain of title to all town school district property, regardless of location and regardless of whether it is
specifically identified in the Transition Agreement or the unified union Articles of Agreement.
I have come across a couple of instances where there were in place agreements along the lines of the draft
Transition Agreement, the purpose of which is to augment and supplement the underlying approved
Articles. The alternative is simply to work through implementation issues as they come up. I’m not sure there
was a transition agreement when the Waterbury-Duxbury union district was formed. Most of my files from
that era went out with one of the floods. However, in looking over the Waterbury-Duxbury agreement, there
don’t appear to be many areas in the unification initiative which would benefit from an interim or transition
agreement.
Anyhow, these are some observations which may be of interest to the Board.
Negotiations:
In terms of scheduling dates, our teachers' negotiation dates are 4:30-6:30 on 1/5, 1/19, 2/2, 2/16,
3/16, 3/30, 4/6, 5/4, and 5/18. For the most part, they are 1st and 3rd Thursdays. That being said, we
will need to work on and submit a first proposal, and I suspect that that due date will be 1/19.
We need to schedule some Nov. and Dec. dates to work on this first proposal with the negotiations
workgroup. I work with Michelle to put together essentially a first draft. In order to get started, I need to
meet with the workgroup. I would like to schedule this meeting for Tuesday, 11/29/16 from 4:30-6:30
at central office. Please confirm your attendance Jim, Maureen, and Christine.
To complicate matters even more, I will not have my first meeting of the support staff until 11/10/16. I
will need to negotiate dates with them to meet, and they cannot be simultaneous with the teachers'
dates. The 11/10 meeting will be to establish ground rules and set dates. as the teachers for many
years now. They are a more difficult bunch for which to find dates. I will Committee members do not
need to be there. We have been using the same set of ground rules try to make those dates the
second and fourth Thursdays at 4:30 (except for rescheduling due to holidays). That way all
negotiations will remain on Thursdays for the most part.
Negotiations are very time consuming. I thank you for stepping up. You will have back-to-back Wed.
and Thurs. board work for some time. When we meet, our sessions will be in executive session, and
we cannot communicate via email about our negotiations except to establish dates and times to meet.
Our negotiation sessions with the staff will also be in executive session, as will our updates to the full
HUUSD Board.
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FY 18 Budget Process & Timeline:
Michelle and I have begun our combined budget work, and, of course, are working closely with our
building administrators. I have reviewed thoroughly and discussed with the principals the level
services staffing plans. This is always the most difficult part of the budget process. As you know,
budgets are comprised of approximately 80% salaries and benefits. I suspect these will be the most
difficult discussions and decisions for you to have. Declining enrollment continues to hit hard. At the
present time, staff reductions can be made in a few of our schools. When those conversations begin,
they always turn to who the actual individual teachers are, how nobody wants to lose them, and how
they will “bump” another teacher in another building forcing another change. Essentially, it is only
human nature that nobody wants to change. Prepare yourself for seeing the inequities and having
those tough conversations about two classes of 9 students each, or one class of 18, or three classes
of 14 5th/6th grade students or two of 21.
Here is our tentative plan for our budget work this year: Please note the meeting date changes
to your calendar for December.
November 9th - Budget Discussion #1 - Provide a Summary dashboard with information on each
school’s overall staffing, programs and enrollment trends. The focus for the first meeting will be all
board members becoming familiar with a base level of information on each school, including
enrollment, staffing, salaries, and benefits. The focus will be on programs with discussion of any
staffing changes.
November 30th - Budget Discussion #2 - Provide a summary of all schools by other categories
such as maintenance, food service, transportation, and technology. Focus on technology
expenditures, the ratio of devices to students at each grade level per school, and the staff and student
device replacement schedule.
December 7th - Budget Discussion #3 - Provide a draft one, integrated budget, discuss and answer
questions in all areas.
December 14th - Budget Discussion #4 - First presentation of estimated FY 2018 revenue,
estimated education tax rates and equalized pupils. We will need to determine if boards will continue
to be seeking revenue from individual towns for rent and use of the buildings.
December 21 - Reserved as a make up for the 7th or 14th in case we have a snow day or
because we just need another meeting.
January 11th - Budget Discussion #5 - Continued budget discussion with anticipated statewide
projections on the tax rate and other factors.
January 25th - Budget Discussion #6 - Board adoption of final FY 2018 budget.
I am thinking about a couple of other areas that could affect the budget process and decision making
this year. As we grapple with decisions to reduce teachers, it is really important to develop and decide
upon a timeline for the Intra District School Choice Policy. If we want to implement choice within the
SU next year, we need to know how it will affect our class sizes. At our 11/30 meeting, we should be
prepared to discuss the survey to parents from the Communications Workgroup and to decide if it is
ready to administer. If yes, then we should set a timeline, get it out and back, analyze the results as
relates to class sizes in our schools, and plan accordingly. We need this data to determine what the
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impact and ultimate cost might be to total open enrollment for all, or whether we need to establish a
set of criteria to control cost in the first year.
Granville Busing Request:
We have heard from parents from Granville and Hancock at a Warren Board meeting requesting that
we send a bus route to Granville and Hancock for the students we receive on tuition. I agreed to do
some preliminary cost projections. The HUUSD Board will need to decide whether to include this bus
in the FY 18 budget. Michelle can prepare a full spreadsheet if you want to consider this in more
detail. My numbers are rounded for the sake of easy analysis. Consider the following:
We have 21 students attending our schools from Granville/Hancock; Pre K = 3; Tuition is $9276; K-6
= 15; Tuition is $187,500; and 7-12 = 3; Tuition is $48,000. Total Tuition in is $244,776 for 21
students.
These students attend now without you incurring any additional cost. We surveyed all these families.
Fifteen indicated they would definitely ride the bus, with 3 maybe. Would a bus bring in more students
on tuition?
The annual cost of a bus route would be approximately $57,000. Transportation Aid is 43% and would
start to be received after 2 years. So, without aid for the first 2 years the cost would be approximately
$2741/student tuitioned to HUUSD. After the aid is received, the cost would be approximately
$1562/student. If more students tuitioned in and rode the bus, the cost per student would go down. In
essence, a bus route will cost you about 3 tuitions.
I have not done any research to find out if it would be legal for you to charge a fee paid directly by the
parents to offset the amount of debt you would incur not covered by transportation aid.
Transportation is not required to be provided. Many SU’s provide transportation to other locations
outside of their boundaries to attract tuition students. If you chose to provide transportation and it later
became cost prohibitive, you could stop providing it.
Policy Work:
We will largely focus on our policy work from February through June, once we have survived budget
season. We are contracting with the VSBA through our transition grant to conduct a review of our
existing policy manual and then develop a suggested policy manual for us to adopt. We will work from
this draft manual from VSBA, studying what the required policies are, reviewing the recommended
policies to determine which of them to include, and then determine what local policies individual to us
we may want to develop and include. The VSBA does a thorough job of reviewing all our existing
required policies to be sure they are the most up to date, legally required version.
Odds & Ends:
Here is my opening address to the WWSU faculty prior to the start of school. I apologize for the delay
in getting this to the board. The main themes are school cultures and the importance of building
healthy relationships. It was well received and little did I know that I would call upon it in dealing with
our unimaginable tragedy. You will need to bear with the audio as our tech team had some difficulties
that day. https://drive.google.com/file/d/0By5nnVJm5Ne9dDJNbFNqMTUxUDA/view?usp=sharing
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Thank you for your patience these last several weeks. It would be an understatement if I said I am
very behind in my work. Michelle and I are really overloaded at this point with the new and additional
work of this Act 46 transition year, the magnitude of negotiations for both teachers and support staff,
while all of healthcare is changing, and keeping up with the dailies and general HR. Therefore, we will
not be attending local board meetings unless a problem arises that needs our attention. We continue
to work very closely in both team and 1-1 meetings with our building principals who can provide a
strong conduit as local boards shut down and the new HUUSD Board becomes even more engaged
and full with their work. We are only a phone or email message away if something comes up.
Hiring at Central Office:
We have had some turnover at the central office. With the departure of Craig Donnan, our Network
Systems Administrator, and Stephanie Woods, our newly hired Admin Assistant to the Director of
Curriculum, we put our heads together and advertised for their replacements differently. We just hired
Philip Hayes as our Network Systems Administrator. Phil has been working in the technology field for
over 15 years, has lived in many places around the world, both living in a military family and serving in
the US Air Force himself, and most recently moved to Vermont after several years of service as a
Network Administrator for the University of Wisconsin. He moved to Vermont a year ago and he is
coming to us from the Vermont Secretary of State’s Office. He will begin on 11/21/16.
The C.O Admin Team has decided to change the job responsibilities of the other position to be more
focused on a data manager function with only part time support to the Director of Curriculum. We are
currently advertising widely.
Student Representatives on the HUUSD Board:
As many of you know, student voice is a very strong component of the student culture at HUHS. We
have had student representatives on the HUHS Board for many years. The students at HUHS have
approached the administration about continuing to represent, but on the HUUSD Board. We should
invite them to a meeting in February following budget season to hear their thoughts and ideas.
Student representatives are allowed by law to participate on local boards, but they are not allowed to
vote.
VSA/VSBA Fall Conference:
I was not able to attend this conference this year due to the tragedy. I was able to get Secretary
Rebecca Holcombe’s slides from her presentation - Fulfilling the Promise of Equity 10/20/16
(attached). Much of the dialog at the state level is about equity, declining enrollment in rural
communities, and implicit bias. I think you will find the presentation interesting.
Future Meeting Agenda Items:
I have managed to get VSBIT (our insurance provider) to pay for a future training on Conflict of
Interest, Board Ethics, and establishing an HUUSD Board Code of Conduct. Pietro Lynn, our primary
school district attorney will provide this training, and the first date after budget season that he is
available to come is Feb. 8th.
We should schedule a presentation by Sheila Soule regarding the work in the WWSU for the last
couple of years on Community Engagement and the WWSU Study Circles. This work should help to
inform our next steps in mapping out where we are headed in our redesign work for the HUUSD future
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HUHS Update Following the Tragedy:
We certainly can speak in more detail about how the recovery process is going at HUHS at the
meeting under other business, but I wanted to share a few key items.
We completed and submitted 3 grants totaling approximately $240,000 to help offset the cost of
services. Presently, we have a Trauma, Grief and Recovery Clinical Coordinator on loan from
Washington County Mental Health. We are advertising for a part time Admin Clerical Assistant. We
are struggling with the day-to-day management of returning and following up on contacts, funding,
donations, inquiries, grants, and so much more. The scheduling of the service providers coming in
and the students schedules for receiving services is huge. Two parent trainings and support offerings
were well attended by approximately 60 families.
The staff is struggling. It is recommended by the professionals and specialists working with us that we
provide a 5-6 hour therapy/training that is utilized to deal with organizational trauma. We all think this
is necessary. The only real way to do this is to not have school at HUHS on Monday, 11/28, following
Thanksgiving break HARWOOD ONLY - ALL elementary and CBMS would be in session. The HUHS
Board will need to discuss this and make a decision at its 11/16/16 meeting.
Lastly, I thought it might be helpful to you all if I attached my Board Member Contact Cheat Sheet
(see attached).
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VSA and VSBA Fall Conference:
Fullﬁlling the Promise of Equity

Rebecca Holcombe
October 20. 2016

The Super Chicken Experiment
(William Muir, Purdue University)

The results:

If the only way the most productive can be successful is by
suppressing the productivity of the rest, then we badly
need to ﬁnd a beMer way to work and a richer way to live.
(Margaret Heﬀernan)

Lead with a Focus on Equity

CHAPTER 1. INVESTING IN EQUITY IN EDUCATION PAYS OFF - 15

Figure 1.1. High performing education systems combine equity with quality
Strength of the relationship between performance and socio-economic background (PISA 2009)
Strength of the relationship between performance and socio-economic background above the OECD average impact
Strength of the relationship between performance and socio-economic background not statistically significantly different from the OECD average impact
Strength of the relationship between performance and socio-economic background below the OECD average impact
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How to read this chart: This graph shows the extent to which student performance is determined by socio-economic differences by
plotting the average level of performance (y-axis) and the variance in performance explained by the socio-economic background of

It feels hard because it is
hard.

Statewide, we are aging and losing
population.
Vermont Population Projections. 2010 Census, 2020, 2030
Ken Jones, Ph.D., Economic Research Analyst
Vermont Agency of Commerce and Community Development
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Act 46: Use it as an opportunity for self reﬂection

1. What do we care about for
ALL our VT children?
2. What could it look like?
3. How can we work together
to support beMer outcomes
for all of us?

Graham Annable

Focus supports

Attention to equity is integral to creating social
and professional capital
Three factors predicted
collective intelligence:
• the average social
perceptiveness of group
members
• the degree to which people
participate equally in a group
conversation
• the percentage of women in
the group
Malone et al. 2014
hMp://mitsloan.mit.edu/newsroom/press-releases/mit-sloan-research-ﬁnds-social-intelligence-keyindicator-of-group-intelligence/
hMp://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0115212

There is no way out of poverty if you can’t read and
write and do math.

Process without skills and knowledge cheats the child.

Exploring Patterns of Inequity

Scale Score- This is best thought of as the “Points” the
student earned on the test. It is more precise.
As a state, our average scale score for all students is 2482,
just 3 points below the proﬁciency cut score.

Level

Threshold

4

2549

3

2485

2

2411

1

2090

Distribution of schools demonstrates a pa8ern of
inequity across schools (ALL) AND across groups
(FRL, SPED, etc.)

2549

2485

2411

Exploring Patterns of Inequity

2549

2485

2411

Exploring Patterns of Inequity

2533

2473

2416

What can we learn from each other?

2533

2473

2416

Integrated Field Review

• 2 days of training for all teams
• 1 full day visit
• Visiting Team Membership:
Criteria

SU with 5
schools

2 staﬀ members per school in an SU/SD- Must include:
1 superintendent or curriculum director
1 principal
1 elementary teacher
1 secondary teacher
1 special educator
1 business manager

10 staﬀ
members
6 required;
4 assigned
by AOE

1 student per school in an SU/SD

5 students

5 AOE staﬀ members

5 AOE
staﬀ

A hero is someone who understands the
responsibility that comes with his freedom.
-- Bob Dylan

HARWOOD UNIFIED UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT
Alycia Biondo (Warren) (3)
16 Dimetro Rd., #7, Warren, VT 05674

Term
Expires

Home
Phone

2019

498-8876

Work
Phone

Fax/Cell Ph.
498-8876

alybio333@hotmail.com

Edward (Jim) Casey (Waterbury) (3)
66b Rolling Meadow Ln., Waterbury, VT 05676

2019

882-8552 241-0467
ejc32@comcast.net

477-3051

Jill Ellis (Fayston) (3)
2121 No. Fayston Rd., No. Fayston, VT 05660

2019

496-1113
jkellis@wcvt.com

595-0008

Gabriel Gilman (Moretown) (4)
70 Hurdle Rd., Moretown, VT 05660

2020

828-2492
gabriel.gilman@gmail.com

Sam Jackson (Duxbury) (3)
PO Box 1331, Waitsfield, VT 05673

2019

244-5120 583-7863
sjackson@gmvs.org

Peter Langella (Moretown) (2)
120 Williams Rd., Moretown, VT 05660

2018

485-7428 482-7127
peterlangella@gmail.com

Garett MacCurtain (Duxbury) (4)
134 Camel's Hump Rd., Duxbury, Vt 05676

2020

244-7788
gmaccurtain@cvuhs.org

Maureen McCracken (Waterbury) (4)
473 Farr Rd., Waterbury, VT 05676

2020

244-7943 244-4000
760-7016
maureenmccracken1@comcast.net

Heidi Spear (Fayston) (2)
PO Box 759, Waitsfield, VT 05673

2018

496-7454
hshenry@gmavt.net

Christine Sullivan (Waitsfield) (4)
PO Box 1353, Waitsfield, VT 05673

2020

496-9647
csullivan@gmavt.net

Alexandra Thomson (Waterbury) (2)
1091 Ripley Rd., Waterbury Ctr., VT 05677

2018

279-1202
alexhthomsen@gmail.com

279-1202

Rosemarie White (Warren) (2)
64 Wildfire Dr., Warren, VT 05674

2018

496-5942 223-6001
rosemariew@nsbvt.com

793-1145

Rob Williams (Waitsfield) (3)
96 Wallis Woods Rd., Waitsfield, VT 05673

2019

498-8957 279-3364
rob.williams@madriver.com

279-3364

371-9509

603-867-0491

478-7100

508-344-4959

